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We report on the experimental characterization of the effect that a passive plasma lens in the

overdense regime has on high-brightness bunch quality by means of 6D phase-space analysis. The

passive lens is generated by confining hydrogen gas with a capillary tube pre-ionized with a high-

voltage discharge. We observed that the optimum condition is retrieved at the end of the overdense

regime with almost no effect on bunch brightness. The presence of gas jets, leaking from the hol-

low capillary end-points, extends the lens effects also outside of the capillary, resulting in longer

focusing channels. Experimental results are supported with numerical simulations of the complete

accelerator line together with the plasma channel section. Published by AIP Publishing.
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.4999010

Plasma-based accelerators (PBAs)1–3 hold great promise

to accelerate charged beams to high energies in a compact

way due to their capability to sustain accelerating gradients

orders of magnitude larger than present radio frequency based

technology. The recent developments in high-efficiency com-

pact PBA are demonstrating the possibility to produce particle

accelerators at a centimeter scale.4–6 Nowadays, most realiza-

tions of PBA make use of permanent magnet quadrupoles

(PQMs) as optical elements for beam manipulation. However,

most evident limitations of PQMs are the non-symmetric

focusing, a small linearity area, emittance deterioration, and a

scarce resilience against accidental irradiation. All those

drawbacks could be overcome by envisioning a very compact

PBA to be fully equipped with plasma based injection and

extraction systems, for beam matching and transport, where

focusing is demanded to plasma lens devices. A deep insight

into the effect that plasma lenses have on high brightness

beam quality is a necessary step to foreseen the flourishing of

these new systems. Plasma focusing can occur for three dif-

ferent mechanisms: (i) by the radial fields of a large-

amplitude plasma wave moving with the beam,7,8 (ii) by the

azimuthal magnetic field produced by an axial current (active

plasma lens),9–12 and (iii) by the self-focusing due to the

shielding process produced when the background plasma re-

organizes to conserve the overall neutrality (passive plasma

lens).13–15 In this letter, we fully characterize, supporting our

results with numerical simulations, the effects of a passive

plasma lens on a high brightness electron beam. To date, no

such detailed studies have been carried out, specifically in the

case of capillary confined plasmas. We will put emphasis on

unique behaviors clearly distinguishable in our measurements

for the given setup: a long lasting overdense regime whose

effective focusing depends only upon the mean bunch density,

condition that may reduce synchronization constraints. The

presence of plasma jets arises from the hollow capillary end

points, resulting in an elongation of the plasma channel into

the vacuum chamber. These jets extend passive lens effects

outside the capillary and need to be taken into account.

Finally, in the transition toward the underdense plasma lens

regime, a setup is realized in which bunches can be focused

with no brightness deterioration.

The experiment has been carried out at the

SPARC_LAB test-facility.16 The SPARC_LAB photo-

injector is used to produce a high quality electron bunch, 50

pC with 1 mm-mrad normalized emittance and 0.2% energy

spread. The bunch is accelerated by 2 S-band RF sections to

an energy of 127 MeV and delivered at the capillary entrance

with a transverse dimension of rx ¼ ry ¼ 95 lm and a longi-

tudinal rms-size of rz ¼ 350 lm. The bunch number density

is nb ¼ 6� 1012 cm�3. A capillary, in the VeroClear mate-

rial (with negligible ablation, we have measured 79 lm of

ablation for 55 000 shots), 3D-printed, 3 cm long, 1 mm

internal diameter, is used to realize the plasma lens. It has

been designed with two inlets, at 1/4 and 3/4 of the total

length, for uniform gas filling. The two inlets are connected

with a V-shaped pipe to a hydrogen generator that, through a

valve, maintains a constant backing pressure of 300 mbar.17

At the edges of the capillary, we have inserted two copper

electrodes, connected to a high-voltage generator (20 kV)

with a RC-time-constant of s ¼ RC � 300 ns able to deliver

95 A in 900 ns (total duration). The discharge current is used

to fully ionize the hydrogen gas, creating a uniform back-

ground plasma channel. Also, by changing the relative time

between the discharge and the passage of the beam, we can

operate at different plasma density configurations. The capil-

lary, located in an interaction chamber, is aligned with thea)alberto.marocchino@lnf.infn.it
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accelerator line and maintained in an ultrahigh-vacuum state

(9� 10�10 mbar). The plasma density profile, inside and out-

side the capillary, is measured with the Stark broadening of

the Balmer Hb line (486.1 nm). The electron density values

are derived from the half-widths of the Balmer lines,

acquired with a fast-gated intensified camera with a gate

time of 100 ns.18 To account for plasma fluctuations, every

measurement results from averaging over 200 acquisitions.

Characterization of the passive plasma lens effects, with spe-

cific attention to emittance and energy spread deterioration,

requires a full 6D measurement. The bunch focusing has

been measured by envelop reconstruction over three consec-

utive motorized and removable Ce:YAG screens placed at

20, 37, and 520 cm downstream the capillary.19,20 The last

screen is also used for quadrupole scan rms-emittance (100%

charge) measurements,20,21 with a triplet placed between the

second and the third YAG screen. Emittance measurements

are performed taking into account the whole bunch since

focusing is a whole bunch effect. Emittance deterioration is

due to a general bunch phase space dilution, and experimen-

tal data supported by simulations help clarifying that emit-

tance growth is a whole bunch effect and not only due to a

limited bunch-edge particle effect. A RF-deflector22 is used

to infer the bunch length, while a magnetic spectrometer

allows energy measurements. The joint operation of these

two latter techniques allows us to reconstruct the longitudi-

nal phase-space (LPS).

In Fig. 1, we compare the LPS of a beam propagated in

the neutral gas (top picture), i.e., without activating the dis-

charge, and a beam coming from a plasma lens (bottom pic-

ture). Experimentally, the plasma has no influence on the

beam energy, as expected from numerical simulations. The

slight differences between the two plots are mainly due to

RF instabilities and different quadrupole settings used to

image the beam on the screen when the plasma is on or off.

The energy spread is not affected by the plasma lens either,

remaining at a constant 0.2% value. Overall energy spread

fluctuation, together with the instrumental tolerance, is as

small as 1%, the value that is totally compatible with RF

jitters.

The whole plasma lens experimental scan, which

includes both the active and the passive lens regime, is

reported in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), together with the intensity of

discharge current. The active plasma lens lasts for about

�1.2 ls, from �0.25 ls to 0.8 ls, as reported in Fig. 2.

Times are relative to the peak discharge current. In the active

plasma lens, at maximum focus, the focal spot is of 24 lm

with a jitter of 3 lm, and the fluctuation is about 12%. The

transition from active to passive lens is completed at 0.8 ls,

and from 0.8 ls up to 10 ls, the bunch experiences a passive

lens focusing effect. To highlight the two different regimes,

also at the graphical level, we have used color coding: Fig. 2

uses a light blue background color to mark the time window

for the active plasma lens phase, while the passive lens has

been marked with a light yellow background. In this long

lasting passive lens effect, we can further distinguish an

overdense regime (nb=np � 1, with np the plasma

FIG. 1. Longitudinal phase space contour-plots. Top image: for reference,

with no plasma and bottom image: at �1.4 ls.

FIG. 2. Measurements of the transverse bunch rms-dimension as a function of the current delay time. Blue circles correspond to rx, dark yellow triangles to ry,

while the current profile is overimposed in gray color. Sub-figure (a) plots the entire experimental scan, and subsection (b) focuses on the delay of 0.4–2.0 ls,

the early phase of the active lens, characterized by a constant focusing gradient. Rms-dimensions were measured at the first screen, 17.5 cm from the capillary

center. Background colors have been used to identify the Active lens, light blue, and Passive lens, light yellow. Subplot (b) is a zoom-in image for the time-

interval (0.4 ls, 2 ls).
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background number density) acting in the time window from

0.8 ls to approximately 2 ls, while the remaining time corre-

sponds to an underdense regime (nb=np � 1). From 0.8 ls

on, the current is too low to produce any active focusing, and

the self-focusing gradient dominates due to the overdense

regime. From Fig. 2(b), we deduce that the current at the

beginning of the overdense regime is approximately 5 A,

corresponding to a gradient dB=dr ¼ 4 T/m, while the net

self-focusing gradient15 is evaluated to be 2pe2nb � 30 T/m.

For time larger than 1.2 ls, the current completely loses the

organized avalanche behavior and the background electrons

have a random thermal motion. We notice also that the most

relevant passive lens phase spans from 0.8 ls to 2 ls. This

phase is characterized by a relatively short and constant

focal length lasting for more than a ls. Its long duration

makes this phase suitable for applications, e.g., single or

multi-bunch plasma based accelerator, since it significantly

reduces synchronization constraints. Active plasma lenses do

not offer the same flexibility because the bunch passage

through the capillary requires a strict synchronization with

the desired current value.

Stark-broadening measurements of the plasma density,

both inside and outside the capillary, are reported in Fig. 3.

The measured values have been acquired off-line by over-

imposing three distinct sets of measures, the two jets and the

central plasma. The plasma temperature inside and outside

the capillary is inferred to be around 2–3 eV. Figure 3 shows

particularly elongated jets with a fairly constant density, in

space, for the duration of the early passive lens phase. The

jet shape is qualitatively diagnosed by collecting the self-

emitted light with an intensified gated camera, and Fig. 3(a)

reports the 0.9 ls case arising from the capillary edge on the

bunch impinging side (photo-cathode side). The jets are non-

symmetric, extending for about 1 cm on the side where the

bunch impinges and for almost 2 cm on the other side, and

from times between 0.9 and 1.4 ls, they have a density of

approximately 1:2� 1015 cm�3. Those plasma ejecta occur

supersonically with a Mach number of Ma � 2, showing

some degree of collimation. Jets may have a deep impact on

beam dynamics, depending on their extension and on their

density: the critical parameter is the product between the

bunch length and plasma wavenumber kprz. In order to eval-

uate their effects, we performed beam dynamics simulations

in the plasma by employing the code Architect.23–25 Since

the scope is to highlight the safe focusing regions, with little

impact on emittance, we employed a simplified setting con-

sisting of a 5 mm long plasma with longitudinally constant

density. Final beam emittance values are reported in Fig. 4

for different plasma density values. A resonance condition

occurs when the bunch length is comparable to the inverse

plasma wavenumber kprz � 1, while transport with reduced

emittance dilution is found when the background plasma np

is either very dense (kprz � 1) or very sparse (kprz � 1).

The maximum emittance degradation can be explained as

follows: The electric discharge ionizes the hydrogen gas

keeping it globally and locally neutral; neutrality is perturbed

when an electron bunch is injected into the plasma. To con-

serve neutrality, plasma electrons screen the bunch by self-

re-organizing their structure and producing an ion bubble

surrounding the charged bunch. The background electron

ejection is due to coulomb repulsion by bunch electrons

[F? ¼ �eðEr � vzBhÞ]. The transverse momentum gained by

the plasma electrons is proportional to the charge and length

of the beam. In a fully blowout regime, the large bunch

charge immediately ejects background electrons completely,

soaking the entire bunch into an ion bubble. When charges

are modest, as in our case, plasma electrons have to travel

some distance within the bunch before being diverted. As a

consequence, the bunch head is immersed in a uniform neu-

tral plasma, while the tail sits in the ion bubble. The head

and tail then experience two different electric fields. While

FIG. 3. (a) Jet shape at 0.9 ls diagnosed by imaging the self-emitted light

onto an intensified gated camera, capillary side where the bunch enters. (b)

Stark-broadening measurements of the electron plasma number density,

inside and outside the capillary, for three times, 0.9, 1.4, and 1.9 ls. At the

latest time, the density within the capillary has been partially reconstructed

(dashed line).

FIG. 4. Emittance growth as a function of the product plasma number den-

sity and bunch length. This image is used to identify the resonance behavior

around kprz ¼ 1. Simulations use the simulated start-to-end bunch.

184101-3 Marocchino et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 111, 184101 (2017)



the head is not confined by any transverse force, the tail

is transversally focused by the bubble fields. This double

behavior along the length of the same bunch causes a quality

deterioration by increasing emittance. From Fig. 4, we

deduce that the ideal focusing is found either at high densi-

ties or at low densities. Despite that these two conditions are

mathematically equivalent, they correspond to (very) differ-

ent laboratory scenarios. The former is found throughout the

transition from active to passive lens, when high density

characterizes the areas both inside and outside the capillary.

The latter, instead, realizes a fully passive lens regime with a

more uniform density profile just above np � 3� 1013 cm�3.

For experimental data interpretation, simulations have

been performed by using in cascade the tracking code GPT26

with Architect. GPT is initially used to track the bunch par-

ticles from the photo-cathode up to the plasma. The tracked

bunch is then imported into Architect to simulate the evolu-

tion within the plasma. At the end of the plasma channel,

particles are imported back, once more, into GPT to track

them up to the diagnostic screens, for a final direct compari-

son with experimental results. To this end, the background

plasma profile used in the Architect code is obtained by

remapping the experimental data of Fig. 3, assuming no

radial modulations since at the density of interest, small

radial perturbations or radial density fading has a negligible

effect on the bunch quality and dynamics. Simulations are

performed with a million particles for the plasma section,

where cylindrical symmetry has been assumed. A longitudi-

nal and transverse resolution of 5 lm has been used with a

moving window technique, 3 mm wide, and a 5.3 fs integra-

tion timestep. The reconstructed emittance via computer

simulations is compared with experimental measurements in

Fig. 5. We find a very good agreement between the two sets

of data. Once delivered to the plasma, electron bunches

travel through a continuous gradient of density values which

causes a constant and a non-uniform emittance growth.

Significantly simplifying, we notice that the growth occurs at

three different paces due to the different density found in the

plasma jets, compared to the density within the capillary.

With a delay of 1.9 ls, the plasma has flattened out and

finally moved away from the emittance resonance condition,

keeping it at the injection level. Envisioning the use of com-

pressed bunches in the same experimental scenario, i.e., with

the same capillary and plasma density evolution, we will

always satisfy an overdense regime in the limit of kprz � 1,

ensuring a strong symmetric focusing together with bright-

ness preservation.

In this paper, we have presented the experimental char-

acterization of the passive lens effect on high brightness

bunches. The passive lens effect begins when the electron

avalanche behavior (active phase) produced by the current

discharge comes to an end. In our setups, active lenses are

characterised by stronger focusing gradients, and however,

the focusing is subject to aberration effects if the bunch hits

the region toward the capillary edge where the magnetic field

nonlinear bends or by other nonlinear aberrations (e.g.,

coma) if the bunch is not injected at the capillary centre

where the poloidal B field crosses the zero point. Passive

lenses overcome these limits since the focusing is operated

by a bath of electrons characterised by thermal motion with

no geometrical centre. The uniform background (with no

geometrical centre) allows the bunch to be injected and

focused for any injection radius. The passive lens offers a

gentler focusing compared to the active lens, still of interest

to be used in a conventional RF line, and in the transition

from the overdense to the underdense regime, the focusing

occurs with no phase-space deterioration, making this tech-

nique appealing.
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